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Abstract—Acoustic signals transmitted from the ATOC source on Pioneer Seamount off the coast of California have been received at various sites around the Pacific Basin since January 1996. We describe data obtained using bottom-mounted receivers, including U.S. Navy Sound Surveillance System arrays, at ranges up to 5 Mm from the Pioneer Seamount source. Stable identifiable ray arrivals are observed in several cases, but some receiving arrays are not well suited to detecting the direct ray arrivals. At 5-Mm range, travel-time variations at tidal frequencies (about 50 ms peak to peak) agree well with predicted values, providing verification of the acoustic measurements as well as the tidal model. On the longest and northernmost acoustic paths, the time series of resolved ray travel times show an annual cycle peak-to-peak variation of about 1 s and other fluctuations caused by natural oceanic variability. An annual cycle is not evident in travel times from shorter acoustic paths in the eastern Pacific, though only one realization of the annual cycle is available. The low-pass-filtered travel times are estimated to an accuracy of about 10 ms. This travel-time uncertainty corresponds to errors in range- and depth-averaged temperature of only a few millidegrees, while the annual peak-to-peak variation in temperature averaged horizontally over the acoustic path and vertically over the upper 1 km of ocean is up to 0.5 °C.

Index Terms—Acoustic tomography, climate change.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ACOUSTIC Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC) program has achieved its original goal of acquiring time series of acoustic travel time over basin-scale paths (Fig. 1) and using that data to accurately determine range- and depth-averaged ocean temperature [1], [2]. Acoustic sources were deployed on Pioneer Seamount near San Francisco, CA, in October 1995 and on the north slope of the Hawaiian island of Kauai in July 1997. The Pioneer Seamount site was selected to allow much of the acoustic energy to leave the source without interaction with the ocean bottom. To date, several time series of acoustic data of about 15 months duration have been obtained from acoustic transmissions from the Pioneer Seamount acoustic source to receiving arrays located throughout the North Pacific ocean, including two moored vertical line arrays (VLA’s) of hydrophones and US Navy Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS) bottom-mounted horizontal line arrays. The data have been collected since about January 1, 1996. The travel-time data are obtained in near real time, and estimates of range-averaged temperature are obtained within a few days after the data are collected. Data collected by the VLA’s and data from the Kauai source transmissions are not described here.

In this paper, we review the nature of the acoustic receptions at the bottom-mounted Navy receivers with regard to their suitability for acoustic thermometry. In accordance with the requirements of the marine mammal permits associated with this particular project, the acoustic source on Pioneer Seamount will be removed in the near future, so the time series described in this paper will end. A detailed discussion of the qualities of these particular data is appropriate because of the obvious advantage of this data type for climate studies. Previous determinations of basin-scale oceanic temperature
based on data similar to those described here have been previously reported [3]–[7]; the basic techniques reported here are certainly not new. In the present case, however, the acoustic signals employed a lower frequency (75 Hz) and broader bandwidth (37.5 Hz) than used previously for very long-range transmissions. In addition, though the acoustic source and receivers were located on the ocean bottom, nonbottom-interacting ray arrivals are observed. Previous very long-range acoustic transmissions from a bottom-mounted source near Hawaii (the Kaneohe source) to bottom-mounted receivers in the northeast Pacific [3], [5] suffered from significant bottom interaction before the acoustic energy escaped to the deep ocean, which complicated the interpretation of the ray arrivals. In addition, an annual cycle of warming and cooling is apparent in the data discussed in this paper, while this cycle was not apparent in data obtained from the Kaneohe transmissions [5].

The main motivation for including Navy receivers in the ATOC array is that they are existing facilities which may be used opportunistically to measure acoustic travel times. They are stable detectors; they are cabled to shore and have expected lifetimes of the order of decades. Because these arrays are on the ocean bottom, however, they are not optimally deployed to obtain acoustic data for determining resolved-ray travel times to high accuracy. Because both the receiver arrays and the Pioneer Seamount source are bottom-mounted, the acoustic pulses frequently interact with the bottom near both the source and the receiver. In a few cases, however, some pulses or rays are upward going at the source and downward going at the receiver and so manage to avoid the ocean bottom altogether; these arrivals have provided the best data for acoustic thermometry. The bottom interactions complicate the interpretation of the received signals, sometimes severely. A further disadvantage of the use of these data is that data analysis must occur in a classified environment, and not all aspects of the data, such as the exact array locations or depths, may be discussed in the open literature.

The complexity inherent in the data obtained at the bottom-mounted hydrophone arrays makes these data adequate, but not optimal, for acoustic thermometry. It has been previously demonstrated that much clearer data are obtained at similar ranges when mid-water VLA’s are used [8]–[10]. These other results give us confidence that the acoustic data from the bottom arrays are useful, in spite of the complications of bottom interaction.

The use of these arrays has allowed valuable data to be obtained which would not otherwise have been possible, and the data are obtained in real time. Further, the Navy receivers offer the possibility of obtaining very long acoustic time series free of the various problems (e.g., financial and logistical) associated with deploying separate instruments for the task, so that climate time-scale variations can be measured. Exploiting these national assets has proved well worthwhile.

II. PROCESSING OF HYDROPHONE ARRAY DATA

Full-power transmissions from the ATOC source on Pioneer Seamount began December 28, 1995 [11], [12]. These irregularly scheduled transmissions have a signal level of 260 W, and they are coded using a 1023-digit m-sequence [13] with a 75-Hz carrier frequency. By coding the signals over a 20-min interval, much greater signal-to-noise ratios (SNR’s) can be obtained at the receiver through signal processing, without requiring a physically louder acoustic source [7]. The precise transmission schedule is determined by the sampling requirements of the marine mammal research program (MMRP) [14]–[16], but it typically consists of four-day periods two to four times a month. Transmissions are spaced 4 h apart and begin on the hour at 0000, 0400, 0800, 1200, 1600, and 2000 UTC.

The raw acoustic data from each receiver array consist of time series of acoustic pressure at each of 40 hydrophones. These time series include a superposition of a multitude of the phase-coded signals from a multitude of ray arrivals, and the entire signal is buried within the dominant natural oceanic noise [17]. Data processing consists of extracting the signal out of the noise by matching the m-sequence codes and then using beamforming techniques to combine all the data from the hydrophones of the receiver array. Beamforming determines a surface of acoustic amplitude for the received signals as a function of conic beam angle and arrival time. (It is assumed that the received signals are coherent temporally over the 20-min duration of the transmissions and spatially across the 40-element hydrophone array. Work using VLA data obtained at a similar range [9], [10] suggests that only a 13–14-min coherence time is to be expected for very long-range transmissions; the bottom-mounted array data may be better processed in the future by using a shorter coherence time.) Next, the peaks in the amplitude surface are selected, together with their associated conic angle and a travel time. These selected data, some of which may be identified with ray arrivals, are then displayed using what we denote as a “dot plot” (Fig. 2). Because only the conic angle is resolved by beamforming, the vertical ray arrival angle can be determined only by using the known angle for the bearing of the arriving acoustic signal with respect to the orientation of the hydrophone array.

III. RECEPTIONS AT BOTTOM-MOUNTED HYDROPHONE ARRAYS

The dot plots for the receptions at the bottom-mounted hydrophone arrays are more complex than those for sources and receivers in the middle of the water column [8]–[10]. The nature of the acoustic energy arriving at each array is different. The main goal in processing these receptions is to extract time series of discrete, resolvable, and identifiable ray arrivals. It is these time series that are used to derive estimates of the oceanic thermal variability. The arrival patterns at the various receivers are discussed next, and subsequent sections discuss ray identification and the extraction of travel-time series from these data. Only data obtained at SOSUS arrays $k, l, n, o, p$ and $j$ using transmissions from the Pioneer Seamount acoustic source (Fig. 1) are discussed in this paper.
A. Direct Ray Arrivals at 5-Mm Range: Arrays $k$ and $l$

Several stable ray arrivals are evident in the arrival patterns at 5-Mm range (Figs. 2 and 5). In the receptions at $k$, about a dozen or so ray arrivals are evident, and these show a clear annual cycle with travel times that decrease with warming water in summertime and increase again with cooling water in winter. In the receptions at $l$, only a few ray arrivals are evident, and these show a variation with an annual period similar to that observed at $k$. A month-long gap in the time series around yearday 325 is due to equipment failure.

Close inspection of these arrivals (Fig. 2), however, shows that often the best arrival (or “dot”) to choose in order to derive a time series of ray travel times is not obvious (see Section V). This problem is partly caused by acoustic scattering from the ocean bottom near the bottom-mounted acoustic source and receiver. The earlier ray arrivals suffer much less from the noise of bottom-interacting energy. As the arriving acoustic energy scatters off the ocean bottom, it becomes a source of noise for the later arriving rays. The full arrival pattern is a superposition of direct nonbottom-interacting rays and noise caused by the scattering of acoustic energy from the ocean bottom near the source or receiver. The complexity in the receptions does not preclude the use of these data for oceanic observation, however. The complexity causes the derived time series to have more high-frequency variability (>1 cpd), but there are sufficient data that the low-frequency travel times (<1 cpd) have an uncertainty of only 10 ms (this will be discussed more later).

One unresolved issue is why the receptions appear to fade out on some days. These fade outs are apparently not related to ambient noise near the hydrophone arrays; time series of ambient sound collected at these sites by Curtis et al. [17] show no apparent correlation with these fade outs. A varying SNR might be related to environmental influences (e.g., the movement of oceanic fronts?) on the acoustic propagation.

B. Receptions at Deep Receivers: Arrays $n$ and $o$

The receivers $n$ and $o$ are located in deep water midway between Pioneer Seamount and Hawaii, and they provide data with an interesting interpretation but with considerable variability. As in the receptions at $k$ and $l$, the bottom-interacting acoustic energy sometimes makes it difficult to discern the acoustic energy arriving directly (Figs. 3 and 6). However, it has still proved possible to determine time series of ray arrivals, albeit with some difficulty.

As will be further discussed in a subsequent section, some of the resolved arrivals at these deeper arrays represent an interesting, and perhaps new, type of “ray” arrival which appears to occur well into the shadow zone of the predicted arrival. We will refer to these arrivals as “shadow-zone arrivals” [18]. While all of the stable arrivals can be associated with a cusp of the predicted time front, the later arrivals are 500–1000 m below the predicted time front. (A “time front” is the pattern of the acoustic energy arriving at the receiver range as a function of travel time and depth.) These shadow-zone arrivals appear to retain “ray-like” aspects, but the latest arrivals, or those
deepest into the shadow zone, are certainly less distinct. The shadow-zone arrivals appear to be stable, and so travel-time time series can be derived from them. Indeed, the apparent stability of these arrivals, together with the detection of similar arrivals at several other deep arrays in both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, rules out bottom interaction as the origin of these arrivals. To date, no known mechanism, e.g., diffraction leakage from the caustics or diffusion of acoustic energy by internal wave scattering, can explain the extreme depth diffusion of acoustic energy that must be occurring.

Because the forward problem for the shadow-zone arrivals is unknown, it is not known how to apply these data correctly to determine ocean temperature changes. For the time being, the ray paths predicted for the time front cusp will be used to represent the sampling associated with these arrivals, even though the time front cusp may be several hundreds of meters above the receiver depth.

C. Problematic Data: Arrays $\mathbf{n}$ and $\mathbf{o}$

Although useful data have been obtained at hydrophone arrays $\mathbf{k}$, $\mathbf{l}$, $\mathbf{n}$, and $\mathbf{o}$, the data obtained at some arrays have not yet proved useful. Most of the acoustic energy arriving at receivers $\mathbf{j}$ and $\mathbf{p}$ (Fig. 4) has probably undergone considerable interaction with the ocean bottom either near the acoustic source or receiver or somewhere along the acoustic path, so that much of the arriving energy has lost all obvious relation to the incoming acoustic rays. Note, however, that this energy is still coherent in that the integrity of the $m$-sequence coding is apparently retained. The acoustic arrivals at receiver $\mathbf{j}$, for example, show minimal evidence of stable ray arrivals. Hints of travel-time variation with an annual cycle are apparent in the dot plot for receiver $\mathbf{j}$, but it has not proved possible to extract a time series with any reliability. A stable arrival pattern is evident for receiver $\mathbf{p}$, but only the first pair of arrivals occurs at times that may possibly be identified with predicted arrivals. Ray identification using only two arrivals is marginal; as will be discussed in the next section, the unique dispersal pattern of the arrivals is an important property that gives us confidence in the identification.

Arrays $\mathbf{j}$ and $\mathbf{p}$ are probably situated such that clear acoustic paths do not exist between the source and receiver. For example, the Mendocino Escarpment along 40°N has topographic features that rise to a depth of about 2000 m, and these features may block some of the acoustic paths. As is the case for some of the arrivals at receivers $\mathbf{n}$ and $\mathbf{o}$, unless the forward problem can be understood, it is not obvious how to use these time series to solve for oceanic variability.

IV. Absolute Travel Times and Ray Identification

In order to use travel-time data to measure variability in oceanic sound speed (temperature), the resolved arrivals need to be identified with predicted ray arrivals and their associated ray paths. In addition, extraction of time series of ray travel times from the “dot plots” is aided when the predictable arrivals in the receptions are identified. Predicted ray arrivals are found by using an acoustic propagation code together with
an estimate of the sound-speed field between the acoustic source and the receiver. This is the “forward problem” in ocean acoustic tomography; in the inverse problem, the resolved ray paths are used to solve for the oceanic sound-speed variability using the ray travel times. (We do not consider individual acoustic mode arrivals on the bottom-mounted receivers, although the ray arrivals may be reconstructed using a set of modes to high order O(100). However, even if it were possible to separate all of these high-order modes in a reception at 5-Mm range, the receiver does not have the depth resolution needed to separate all these mode arrivals. The lowest mode arrivals are hopelessly lost in the din of bottom-interacting energy that appears in the latter part of the reception.) Accurate ray identification is thus critical. While it was not obvious in advance that multipath arrivals at a bottom-mounted array from a bottom-mounted acoustic source 5 Mm distant could be identified, most of the stable arrivals at arrays \( \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{o}, \mathbf{k} \) have been uniquely identified. The basic properties of the predicted acoustic rays and their travel times are not sensitive to small variations in the sound-speed field used to make the predictions, even for a 5-Mm propagation range.

Although the acoustic scattering from the ocean bottom is clearly an important effect for the receptions considered here, we do not feel that the topography near the arrays is known well enough for accurate predictions. Therefore, all of the ray predictions described here do not include a model for the ocean bottom. Predictions which include the topographic effects do not affect the conclusions.

We used the RAY computer code [19], [20] to predict the expected ray arrival pattern by ray tracing. The path from the acoustic source to the acoustic receiver is taken as a geodesic on the WGS84 ellipsoid [21], and the ray trace is two-dimensional in range and depth. The range and path between the source and receiver are calculated using a method derived by Dworski with an estimated accuracy better than 1 m for a 5-Mm range [22]. Horizontal refraction of the ray paths has not been considered here, but this is expected to be quite small [6], [23].

The location of the Pioneer Seamount source was accurately surveyed using GPS positioning. The source position is accurate to about \( \pm 4 \) m horizontally and about 2 m vertically [12]. The receiver positions are assumed to be accurate to within a few tens of meters since they were surveyed using GPS. Thus, errors in the positions of the instruments should not adversely affect the ray predictions.

In order to test the robustness of the prediction, we have used the Levitus82 [24] and Levitus94 [25], [26] ocean atlases to calculate climatological models for the ocean sound-speed field. Sound speed is calculated using the Levitus depth, temperature, and salinity. First, the pressure corresponding to depth, temperature, and salinity is calculated, and then sound speed is calculated using the Del Grosso sound-speed equation [27]–[30]. Sound-speed profiles at points along the path from
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Fig. 4. Acoustic receptions at receivers \( \mathbf{j} \) and \( \mathbf{p} \). (a) The entire time series obtained. (b) A closer view of small sections of the time series as indicated. These receptions show that clear, resolvable ray arrivals may not always be available at any given receiver. Transmissions to these receivers may be partially blocked by topographic features.
the source to the receiver are required for ray tracing. The choice of the method used to interpolate between the 33 standard Levitus depths is important to avoid adding biases or unphysical structure to the sound-speed profile. The ray predictions here used the vertical interpolation inherent in the RAY code; these results closely matched those using a cubic spline vertical interpolation. The best means of interpolation is ambiguous, however. The Levitus data were horizontally interpolated using a cubic spline onto points at about 100-km range increments on the path from the source to the receiver.

The predicted travel times will be compared to the travel times averaged over the 15 months of available data. The measured arrivals are identified with the predicted ray arrivals by using the dispersal, or spacing, of the arrivals. Sound-speed models such as the Levitus atlas cannot be used to predict the absolute travel times accurately. Differences between the measured and predicted absolute travel times of O(1 s) can be expected because of the temperature differences between the Levitus models and the true ocean. The dispersal of the arrivals has always proved to be a unique pattern in the past, however.

A. Identification of Receptions at Arrays \( k \) and \( l \)

For receptions at \( k \) [Fig. 5(a)], there is only one alignment for which all the measured and predicted arrivals correspond. The resolved and identified rays at this northern array are all refracting-surface-reflecting (RSR) and have typical lower turning depths between 2500 and 3500 m. Since the acoustic paths traverse high latitudes, where the ocean has near-adiabatic sound-speed profiles, surface reflecting rays are expected. The vertical ray angles with respect to the horizontal near the source and receiver vary from \( 8^\circ \) to \( 10^\circ \). The identified rays are all upward going at the bottom-mounted acoustic source and downward going at the bottom-mounted receivers, a fact which gives us some confidence as to the ray identification. The ray arrivals derived from Levitus82 and Levitus94 have nearly identical dispersal, though the absolute travel times differ by about 85 ms (Levitus94 is slightly colder than Levitus82). The data convey primarily one piece of information: the range- and depth-averaged temperature.

For \( k \), the measured travel times averaged over the 15 months of available data and the predicted travel times using the annual-mean Levitus94 atlas differ by 200–220 ms [Fig. 5(a)]. The measured travel times are greater than those predicted. The measured and predicted travel times may differ because the “true” ocean is colder than the ocean model used to make the predictions. Alternatively, the travel-time differences may be due to a small error in the Del Grosso sound-speed equation at high pressures [10].

It has not proved possible to identify the “ray” arrivals at array \( l \) [Fig. 5(b)], however, even though this array is near the array \( k \). The weak SNR and small number of resolved ray arrivals make the ray arrivals less obvious. The identification that best associates the temporal dispersal of the measured and predicted arrivals for \( l \) results in a 4-s offset between the predicted and measured travel times and uses predicted rays that are far too steep to be realistic. In addition, for these steep rays, the annual cycle (see Section VIII-C) in travel time predicted from the monthly Levitus atlas has an amplitude that is too small compared to the results at \( k \) and the observed travel-time variation at \( l \). Thus, we conclude that no obvious ray identification is available for the receptions at receiver \( l \).

The alignment shown in Fig. 5(b) is based on the assumption that the offset between measured and predicted arrivals is equal to that of \( k \). Possible errors that may be introduced by the misidentification of the rays at receiver \( l \) are minimal because of the similarity in sampling of all these rays. Bottom scattered
the dispersal of the arrivals is unique and the measured and predicted arrivals are uniquely associated. Bottom-interacting acoustic energy is evident in the later portion of the measured arrival pattern.

While there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between measured and predicted arrivals, the later arrivals appear to occur well into the shadow zone of the predicted arrival pattern. In other words, for the latest arrivals, the receiver depth is several hundred meters below the deepest extent of the predicted rays. This result is surprising, and no currently available theory accounts for this anomalously deep acoustic energy.

In terms of their suitability for acoustic thermometry, these anomalous “shadow zone” arrivals present a dilemma. On the one hand, they appear to be stable identifiable arrivals, while, on the other hand, the forward problem is not known, so legitimate inversion of these data is not possible. As described previously, we assume that the ray paths appropriate for these arrivals are those associated with the cusps in the time front with which the arrivals are identified, and we furthermore assume that the observed travel time variations are linearly related to the sound-speed changes along these ray paths. The latter assumption seems reasonable because the travel-time variability of the “shadow zone” arrivals is hardly different than that of the direct arrivals, as would be expected in the dispersal of direct arrivals at this range. In addition, the identification of “shadow zone” arrivals with the cusps of the time fronts shows an obvious relation between the predictions and the measurements. These assumptions will have to be verified by additional research, however.

V. TRACKING THE TIME SERIES OF RAY ARRIVALS

The time series of resolved-ray travel times are derived from the dot plots by “tracking” the stable arrivals, i.e., by selecting the small subset of dots that regularly appear in each reception. The computer program that tracks the arrivals uses a template defined by travel time and conic angle. The arrivals selected are those that best line up with this template. A Gaussian weighting scheme is used to take into account the SNR of the arrivals, together with travel time and arrival angle misfits with the template. The template is allowed to evolve slowly from one reception to the next to account for natural evolution in the ray arrival pattern, but considerable persistence to the template is enforced [30]. While the tracking procedure is automated to a large extent so that the tracked data are statistically consistent from one part of the time series to the next, considerable human intervention is required to correct for obvious errors in dot selection. Tracking of the individual ray arrivals is significantly improved when arrivals at conic angles other than the expected angle are removed.

The integrity of the tracked time series can be examined by overlaying it on the dot plots (Fig. 7). Some of the problems with accurately deriving tracked time series are: 1) bottom-scattered acoustic energy introduces considerable complexity in the receptions so that the selection of the correct “dot” in any particular reception is not always obvious; 2) sometimes the receptions suffer a decrease in SNR for some unknown,

B. Identification of Receptions at Arrays n and o

The ranges to arrays n and o are significantly less than those to k and l, hence, the identification of the ray arrivals is more obvious because the effects of the difference between our assumed and “true” oceans has less effect on the travel times at shorter range. Given the magnitude of expected oceanic variations, we expect that the measured and predicted travel times will differ by at most a few hundred milliseconds, and indeed the identification is obvious at n and o [Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. As was the case for the identification of receptions at k,
Fig. 7. A small subset of time series showing tracked data for data obtained at arrays \( k, l, n, \) and \( o \). It is not always obvious which “dot” should be selected in each received transmission, but sufficient data are available to determine time series adequate for acoustic thermometry.

but probably natural, reason; and 3) it is sometimes difficult to ensure that the same ray arrival is tracked across gaps in the time series resulting from the marine mammal transmission schedule or equipment failures. Despite these difficulties, we are reasonably confident that the integrity of the derived time series is adequate for reasons to be described in subsequent sections.

VI. HIGH-FREQUENCY TRAVEL-TIME VARIANCES

For the purpose of this paper, the variances of the high-pass-filtered time series of the resolved-ray arrivals are used to quantify the noise in the low-pass-filtered travel times. These variances are caused by a variety of factors such as ambient acoustic noise, errors in the selection of the correct ray arrival during tracking, tidal variability, and internal-wave-induced travel-time fluctuations.

The resolved-ray travel times are high-pass-filtered by subtracting the average travel times over each two- or four-day transmission period. The high-frequency variances of the ray travel times are typically 500–1000 ms\(^2\), with about 400 ms\(^2\) of that accounted for by the barotropic tidal currents (Table I). The measured nontidal variance can be partially attributed to internal waves, but the dominant contribution is probably caused by the complexity in the dot plots and the inability to distinguish the apparent multiple arrivals for each ray when the data are tracked.

Many investigators have been concerned with the precise quantitative description of the effects of internal waves on acoustic ray travel times [32]. Manifestations of these effects include (nontidal) high-frequency (>1 cpd) variability of the ray travel times [O(12 h) slow wander to O(10 min) rapid variations] and a small bias in the mean travel time. For the reasons described above, the variances observed here are larger than those expected from internal wave effects alone (Table I). Munk et al. [7] describe the rough formulas to estimate the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>receiver</th>
<th>approximate range (Mm)</th>
<th>observed variance (ms(^2))</th>
<th>expected variance (ms(^2))</th>
<th>tidal variance (ms(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>560–840</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>450–1660</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200–800</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>500–1000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 8. Comparison of measured high-frequency (>1 cpd) variability at arrays \( k, l, n, \) and \( o \) with tidal predictions using the TPXO.2 global tidal model. The data result from the average of the several ray travel times determined from each transmission. The tidal variations in the travel times result from the tidal currents. Good agreement in both amplitude and phase is frequently observed, but considerable noise is evident in the travel-time time series.

VII. PREDICTIONS OF TIDAL VARIABILITY

A tidal variability is clear in the high-frequency travel times when the travel times for the several resolved ray arrivals in each reception are averaged. The ray-averaged high-frequency time series can be compared with the predicted tidal signal derived from the barotropic tidal currents of the TPXO.2 tidal model [33]. Prediction of tidal variations in megameter-range acoustic travel times has been described previously [34]. Headrick et al. [35] and Dushaw et al. [36] describe other comparisons between predicted tidal variability and tidal variability determined using long-range acoustic transmissions.

While the ATOC time series obtained to date are too irregular to derive meaningful tidal harmonic constants, the degree to which the TPXO.2 model can predict the tidal variability observed in the long-range transmissions provides both a measure of the accuracy of the TPXO.2 model and a test of the integrity of the acoustic data. Internal-tide variability [36], [37] may make the prediction of the total tidal variability in the one-way transmissions impossible at shorter ranges, but for the long acoustic paths considered here (5-Mm range), the internal-tide “noise” should be reduced by the averaging inherent in the measurement.

On the 5-Mm paths to \( k \) and \( l \), the tidal variability in the high-frequency time series appears to be accurately predicted by the TPXO.2 model (Fig. 8). The good agreement evident between the two time series demonstrates the ability of the TPXO.2 model to accurately predict tidal variability in averages over megameter ranges. This comparison is sensitive to variance associated with travel-time wander; these formulas give travel-time variances of about 100 ms\(^2\) per megameter for refracted rays (surface-reflected rays are less affected by internal wave noise because they quickly pass through the depths where internal wave variability is greatest).

The uncertainty in the low-frequency travel times is given by the high-frequency variances divided by the number of travel times used to calculate the average over a transmission period. Thus, for the first ray arrival at array \( k \) which has a high-frequency variance of about 800 ms\(^2\), the uncertainty in the low-frequency travel times would be about \( \sqrt{800/24} = 6 \) ms for a 4-day transmission period with 4-h sampling. In this case, data noise is a negligible contribution to the uncertainty in the final temperature estimates. The temperature uncertainties result almost entirely from the limited resolution of the modeled oceanic variability. The available data and their associated ray paths do not allow all of the modeled oceanic variability to be resolved [2].
the tracking; as can be seen, the comparison is good much of the
time but poor at other times (this is particularly apparent in
the comparison with the receptions at \( f \) when the SNR is weak).
However, the good agreement overall is a successful test of
the acoustic measurements as well as the TPXO.2 model.

Tidal variations are not evident in the travel times to arrays
\( n \) and \( o \) (Fig. 8). The predicted tidal variability in the data
obtained at these arrays is quite weak, and these data suffer
from considerable noise presumably introduced by bottom
interactions or by the nature of the “shadow-zone” arrivals.

A favorable comparison of measured and predicted tidal
variability is one step toward concluding that the acoustic data
collected from transmissions over a 5-Mm range are adequate
for oceanographic observation. This comparison shows that
individual arrivals can be tracked and that the information
about ocean tides is conveyed in the time series of travel
times. The comparison shows that even at 5-Mm range the
acoustic signals have not been excessively scrambled by
internal-wave variability, “ray chaos” [7], or the interaction
of acoustic energy with the ocean bottom. However, the tides
are large-scale and barotropic, and thus tidal variability would
be expected in any acoustic arrivals, even if the identification
of those arrivals with any single predicted ray or acoustic
mode was impossible. As we have seen, however, we
have other reasons for believing that the ray identification is
sound.

VIII. LOW-FREQUENCY TRAVEL-TIME DATA

The low-pass-filtered travel times (Fig. 9), i.e., the time
series of travel times averaged over each 2- or 4-day trans-
mision period, are used to infer temperature changes averaged
along the paths of acoustic propagation [2]–[6]. These large-
scale temperature changes result from seasonal variations in
upper ocean temperature, advection, or normal variations in the
air/sea heat flux. Miller et al. [38], for example, have shown
that rapid changes with time scales on the order of one month
in the large-scale upper ocean heat content are possible; such
large-scale variations would be immediately and obviously
observed in travel-time time series such as these. The ray
travel times are inherently range-averaging and thus are most
sensitive to large-scale variations; small length-scale variations
are not resolved by these data. An accurate interpretation of the
travel-time variations depends on the sampling of the identified
ray paths. Except where the time series stops altogether, the
acoustic data have adequate sampling in time; the sampling
schedule was determined by the MMRP.

A. Receptions at Arrays \( k \) and \( l \)

The low-frequency travel-time time series for arrays \( k \) and
\( l \) (Fig. 9) show the same general characteristics for all the
ray paths: the travel times increased until mid-April 1996,
decreased until mid-September 1996, and then increased again
until the time series ended in early March 1997. For the
northernmost acoustic paths, this annual cycle is observed
to be surprisingly smooth, with little evidence of mesoscale
variability. The central North Pacific has little eddy variability
[39]–[41], and the short space and small time-scale variations
are strongly suppressed in the range-averaging acoustic data.
The peak to peak variation of this annual cycle in ray travel
time over the 5-Mm range can be as large as 1000–1200
ms. Increasing travel times are consistent with a cooling
ocean (decreasing sound speed), as might be expected during
boreal January. The annual cycle observed in the data results
primarily from the formation and erosion of a summertime
mixed layer in the North Pacific [6]. In addition, there are
suggestions of higher frequency components in the two time
series, perhaps indicating the influence of advection or the
movement of sharp features such as ocean fronts [1]. The data
for array \( l \) have occasional gaps caused by an occasional low
SNR of unknown origin [see Fig. 2(b)].

In the data obtained from array \( k \), the dispersal of the relative
time travel times for the different rays changes slightly over
six months, which suggests that some depth-dependent in-
formation may be available. Steeper RSR rays are less influenced
by upper ocean changes. Hence, their travel times will show
slightly less variation than less inclined rays. As expected,
the dispersal of the ray arrivals increases in summertime with
the formation of the mixed layer and decreases in the fall or
winter months as the upper ocean cools again and becomes
more adiabatic.
B. Receptions at Arrays \( \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{o}, \) and \( \mathbf{p} \)

Interpretation of the low-frequency travel-time variability at arrays \( \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{o}, \) and \( \mathbf{p} \) is complicated by the ray path geometry associated with these data. The ray paths to array \( \mathbf{o} \), for example, begin as surface reflecting in the region of colder surface waters near California but change to near-surface refracting as they enter warmer subtropical surface waters. This change in ray path sampling is taken into account in the estimation of temperatures. The occasional lack of sampling of near-surface depths shows the obvious need for complementary data such as those provided by TOPEX/POSEIDON altimetry [1], [42].

The data obtained at receivers \( \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{o}, \) and \( \mathbf{p} \) sample a similar region of the eastern Pacific. However, the three time series are somewhat different; while the annual cycles are apparent, other higher frequency components to the variability are also evident. Excluding the annual cycle, the dominant time scales associated with the variability observed on these paths appears to be a hundred days or more. Thus, the variability does not have the time scales consistent with mesoscale variability. Spiesberger and Metzger [5] previously observed variability that was different between acoustic paths that similarly sampled the eastern Pacific. No explanation is yet available for deviations of the observed time series from the annual cycle.

C. Comparison to the Levitus Atlas

The Levitus ocean atlas [25], [26] provides monthly realizations of the Pacific ocean temperature and salinity fields, from which sound speed [27] can be calculated. The monthly travel times for the rays resolved in the ATOC data can be obtained from these sound-speed fields. The simulated monthly travel times (Fig. 10) account for most of the variation in the observed travel times, including the increase in the dispersal of the ray arrivals that occurs in mid to late summer. Indeed, the Levitus simulation predicts that array \( \mathbf{p} \) will show a stronger annual cycle than arrays \( \mathbf{n} \) and \( \mathbf{o} \), as is observed. Of course, the most interesting oceanographic signal is the difference between the Levitus and measured travel-time variations; deviations from the Levitus atlas might occur as a result of phenomena such as El Niño or global warming.

The measured travel times (Fig. 9) are seen to have smoother variation than the Levitus-predicted travel times (Fig. 10). Sound-speed maps derived from the Levitus atlas frequently have points with large unphysical sound-speed anomalies caused by occasional erroneous values of temperature, so that the predicted travel-time variation is not as smooth as might be expected. [Note added in proof: A revised, corrected Levitus atlas has recently been made available.] These anomalies probably cause the gaps in travel times evident in the predictions, which occur when a particular ray is difficult to calculate. The ray predictions become unreliable when the model for sound speed is not smooth. In addition, the Levitus atlas is only as good as the hydrographic database from which it was derived, and this database is inadequate in some regions for an accurate estimate of monthly mean temperature and salinity.

IX. DISCUSSION

This survey of acoustic data obtained using bottom-mounted hydrophone arrays during the ATOC transmissions has shown that, in most cases, these data are adequate for acoustic thermometry. Of the six receivers considered here, five have “trackable” data, and, of these, three have unambiguous ray identifications. The primary complicating factor in these data is the interaction of the acoustic energy with the ocean bottom near the receivers or near the acoustic source. In spite of these complications, several acoustical and oceanographic mysteries are apparent: 1) acoustic arrivals at some arrays appear to occur well into the shadow zone, yet also appear to be stable ray arrivals; 2) variability of SNR is occasionally observed in acoustic data obtained at the 5-Mm range; 3) deviations from a pure sinusoidal annual cycle are observed in the eastern Pacific, e.g., time series obtained at similar arrays in the eastern Pacific vary in slightly different ways, such as peaking at different times; and 4) the measured and predicted travel times at array \( \mathbf{L} \) surprisingly did not match, although the weak SNR for this particular array suggests this problem may be a bottom interaction, rather than an acoustical propagation, issue. Solving these mysteries will be the next tasks in studying these data.

While the data obtained using the bottom-mounted hydrophone arrays are sometimes problematical, data obtained
from VLA’s [8]–[10] show that clear resolved ray arrivals may be expected even out to 5 Mm. The challenge here has been to make sense of and use the bottom-mounted receiver data, which are more easily obtained. Sometimes the data obtained at the bottom arrays are of comparable quality to the VLA data, but often not.

While it might appear that significant variability would be introduced into the acoustical time series by the California current system, this is not the case. Simulations of acoustic transmissions through the California current region using sound-speed fields defined by 20 y of California Cooperative Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) hydrographic data [43] gave travel-time variations of only about ±30 ms [44]. The California current system is primarily shallow and weak. This system is part of North Pacific variability in any case; it is hard to set fixed boundaries around the California current.

The time series of transmissions from Pioneer Seamount stopped in March 1997 because of a break in the cable used to power the acoustic source. Although the cable was repaired in the fall of 1997, this time series unfortunately ended altogether in December 1998 when the 24-month-long marine mammal study ended, and the acoustic source will be removed as required by various permits.

The receptions at [4] are a remarkable demonstration of the feasibility of 5-Mm-scale ocean acoustic tomography, even though the receptions at other sites may sometimes be complicated by bottom interactions. The remarkably smooth time series of observed travel times show that the thermal variability of the large-scale ocean is quite smooth. Neither altimetric nor hydrographic data have demonstrated such smoothness for reasons inherent to those data types. Altimetric data include the effects of barotropic motions and mass redistribution [1], while hydrographic data are obtained at single points in the ocean, and, thus, suffer from the noise of mesoscale variability and inadequate temporal sampling. The averaging tomographic data uniquely observe the large-scale thermal variations. This paper describes data from the longest transmissions to date for which resolved-ray tomography is shown to be feasible.
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